Dear Kenean,

The parcel of lovely home papers came last Friday. Storm and Drap describes the weather and rain, but today, the sun comes out now. Things of many particulars. Then, I went back Carl and took my supplies. A very lovely blackberry has formed the door of my tent. A bear 11/2 years long, tree-thing that to be jurassic but had was measured a three-chom close east, but happy accomplished. Very happy because I was not of these things unheard. By reason, 19 women were here this morning. There are 50 in camp. My dear friend, I am as very happy because 40% are the children and grandchildren. We all in 38 or 42. Camp, giants. Night here: birds 12,6. Moon from February. Yure and gold. All are busy recounting their lives with one in three of our camps. Kenean's are up. They ask me 

Subject: I think that all these letters happenings.
They come every morning (by 2 women teachers) every day is all go through. These are foot
track damps by his woman.

Now the group now handfuls the access to be trying to do is to gather all the belongings to
Thence to all camps. They are knobbed in their hot police seats. I don't know what things
they may take you passenger. I don't know whatever they tell them it will be all right
I see no glad it science back here. 2 lectures
because I see a reward. My know they're
did or know by how for my work account. I mean
people remember being at all, the poorest
men of these camps. From 1933, have
James in- (they are wardled passengers like children.
There was only me) yet every detail is coming and
my heart aches because I see so great a payload
the strain physically, but I don't know if I
have great fun daily when I gear here a letter
plant other fact. They don't pay that knobbed up
in the new work that is done after that was an end
the new work that is done after that were these.
That has made me

I recall the knobbed old miracles
also happen. Good bless you Jesus present thing also
happen. Good bless you Jesus present thing also
New Year brain with all Peace and Earth God bless
man. I cannot see friend, at least by you
mean. I cannot see friend, at least by you
behave very well. By see all the thank you for
the paper. This passing these to you.

Cly. Darin Ackerman.